
 

SONY ACID MUSIC STUDIO  

79,00 € tax included  
Reference: SOACIDMS

SONY ACID MUSIC STUDIO  

SOFTWARE DI PRODUZIONE AUDIO

If you're serious about making your own music, ACID Music Studio software is the perfect tool for original song creation, multitrack audio
and MIDI recording, and studio-quality mixing, and effects processing. Share your songs any way you want — burn your own CDs, upload
to the web, prepare audio for podcasts, or export to your MP3 player. With built-in tutorials to guide you, you'll be composing, mixing,
and mastering like a pro in no time.

Caratteristiche
# Compatibile con Vista
# New!Includes over 3,000 ACIDized music loops
# New!Multicore processor support
# Intuitive pick, paint, and play interface
# Unlimited tracks for audio and MIDI
# Video scoring track
# Automatic pitch and tempo matching
# Alternate time signature support
# Real-time loop preview
# Support for multiple file formats in the same project
Mixing and Editing
# New!Multitrack audio and MIDI recording
# New!Multiple events per track with automatic crossfades
# Studio-quality effects including EQ, reverb, delay, and more
# Chopper editing tool and loop cloning
# Beatmapper remix tool
# Track-level volume, panning, and effects editing
# Master bus track for project-wide volume and pan fades
# Real-time audio effects preview during playback
# Event reverse
# CD audio extraction
# Metronome
MIDI
# New!Includes over 1,000 MIDI files for song creation
# New!Includes 90 DLS instruments and 25 DLS-based projects
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# New!MIDI editing and sequencing
# New!Inline MIDI editing with drum grid
# New!MIDI step recording
# New!MIDI track envelopes and keyframes
# New!MIDI import and export
# New!MIDI input filters for tracks
Audio Control
# 16-bit, 48kHz audio support
# DirectX audio plug-in support
# Tempo-based DirectX effects
# VST instrument support
# VST audio effect support
# ASIO driver support
Export and Sharing
# New!ATRAC editing and encoding
# New!Gracenote® MusicID™ CD album recognition
# Integrated disc-at-once (DAO) CD burning
# Unlimited MP3 export
# Export to Sony® Net MD™ players
# One-click publishing to ACIDplanet.com*  
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